Yahuah= The name of the Father; Yod, Hey, Uau, Hey; YHUH; I simply
look at Yahudah in the strongs concordance and notice they are spelled
the same except for the D or the Dalet. So remove the Dalet from
Yahudah and you get Yahuah.
Yahusha= The name of the Son; meaning Yahu is our deliverer. This is
based on the idea that Messiah had the same name as Joshua; whether or
not that is true I am not for sure. I see Joshua referred to 1 time in
Nehemiah 8:17 as Yeshua- Yod Shin Uau Ayin. I see Joshua referred to 2
times in Deuteronomy 3:21 and Judges 2:7 as Yahushua- Yod Hey Uau
Shin Uau Ayin. Shua- strongs #7769 & 7768 it means to cry; to be free; to
holler for help; to holler for freedom from some trouble- even though
strongs has Yeshua as meaning “He will save” in strongs #3442. I see
Joshua 217 times as Yahusha- Yod Hey Uau Shin Ayin. There is much
controversy over this name- I will not go into detail of the controversial
information. Moses changes Joshuas name in Numbers 13:16 from Oshea
or Hoshea or Husha (Hey Uau Shin Ayin) to Joshua or Yahusha (Yod Hey
Uau Shin Ayin)- So Moses added a Yod to the beginning of his name.
Hoshea or Oshea or Husha is strongs #1954 meaning deliverer; the root of
this name is Yasha strongs #3467. Yasha means to deliver or help and is
used as Savior 149 times, and is spelled Yod Shin Ayin. I simply conclude
that the way the name is spelled the majority of times is the name I will
go with- and that is the way I will pronounce it- I don’t claim to be right or
better than anyone, but I do claim to be less than any other scholar. This
is simply my conclusion.

